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No one should ban junk food in schools because of various reasons. The 

board of education could ban junk food but kids and parents can object. 

Banning junk food is like taking away kids rights to be themselves. Some kids

might be allergic to the foods the school serves. Even though it is a rule, 

some kids will break it and “ smuggle” junk food in. 

Banning junk food is like taking away kid’s rights to be themselves because 

kids can express themselves through their food. Kids bringing their food 

would have to bring healthy foods and change their diets. Some parents 

might not even be able to afford to buy new foods because of the foods they 

already have. Some kids might be allergic to the foods school serves and 

that could cause lawsuits. If a kid that is allergic to a food and smells it, they 

could break out in hives. 

If they do, then they would have to go to the hospital and then they might 

sue the school for the cost of the time at the hospital because of the hives. 

That would make the school then get angry at the board. Even though it is a 

rule, some kids will break it and “ smuggle” junk food in because they like to 

“ live on the edge.” Even though they would be illegal, some kids would 

bring them in just like drugs. This would be an issue because then the school

would have to take disciplinary action. This would be very serious because 

unlike drugs they aren’t against the law. 

This wouldn’t make sense and might actually confuse some individuals. As 

said before, no one should ban junk food in schools. Banning junk food can 

cause many problems. Banning junk food is like taking away a freedom. 
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Some kids might be allergic to the healthier foods they serve. Last but not 

least, even though it is a rule, some kids might “ smuggle” it in. 

This would cause some lawsuits and possibly layoffs. 
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